


 
  

 
  











 


Abstract:The study aimed to identify the level of Self esteemThe handball players  To achieve that 

was used Descriptive analytical method On a tissue sample for club Bayern using a scale Self esteem  
With the use of the following statistical means The arithmetic mean, standard deviation, Pearson 
correlation coefficient And found the results to 

There the average estimate in the public dimension of self esteem and that differed in the 
dimensions set in the OT In light of this, I recommend the following:Work to upgrade the self esteem of 
athletes to follow the psychological means and methods of guidance. 

Work on the sports interest in physical activity to raise the self  esteem. 

Highlight the importance of the practice of handball because of their importance to the alleviation of 
suffering and the countryside level of self steem.Key words: self esteem  handball 
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